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REPORT OF R. B. OGILBY, PRESIDENT
To the Trustees of Tr-inity C allege:

Exceedingly encouraging to the Administration of the College
during the past year was the loyalty of our Alumni. The challenge
given by the anonymous donor of the Chemistry Laboratory calling
for the raising of $100,000 for the equipment of the building
before December 1st, was accepted with full realization of the
difficulties involved; and the success achieved is a tribute not only
to those who organized the campaign, particularly our Trustees,
Purdy, Davis and Jones, but also to the whole body of our graduates. With their enthusiasm heightened by athletic victories, and
especially by our undefeated football team, they have shown an
increasing interest in the College which culminated in a happy
Commencement. It was good to see the response to the plans for
gathering our Alumni on the campus in June; after all, it is better
to have the College the center of alumni reunions rather than a
down-town hotel or the University Club.
The graduation of the class of 1935 was an event in the
history of the College: for the first time the number of undergraduate degrees reached one hundred. That class, led by a young
man bearing the name and inheriting the traditions of a family
associated with the College for three generations, added lustre to
Trinity College, proving itself a group of young men who will go
far in the years to come. It was fitting that the Class of 1915,
reviving at Commencement time the old tradition of "The Lemon
Squeezer", should present that time-honored and battle-scarred
trophy to the Class of 1935.
During the course of the next two or three years the chief
task of our alumni might well be the setting up of an organization
to put Trinity College before a larger group of young men as their
first choice of a place to get a college education. It is well recognized today that the alumni of a college are its best recruiting
agents, and the College should be ready to furnish them with the
necessary information and material to make effective their endeavor. Details of entrance requirements and the latest information
about dormitories and the attractive features of campus life must
be accessible. In addition there must be some group action to put
the opportunities at .Trinity before the students of our preparatory
schools, many of whom follow beaten trails that lead them to the
large universities, although in individual cases they would be
assured of a more normal development and perhaps a more valuable intellectual preparation at a small college.
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Carrying out these ideas will be the first responsibility laid
upon our new Alumni Secretary, Thomas S. Wadlow of the class
of 1933. A graduate of the Episcopal Academy and for the last
two years a master at Howe School, he is thoroughly familiar with
the preparatory school point of view, in the Middle West as well
as nearby. We shall miss the energy and zest of Henry Phippen,
our Alumni Secretary for the last two years; his loyalty to Trinity
College is absolute. He enters his duties as teacher of history at
Governor Dummer Academy with an excellent preparation and
should give good service at that old school.
We realize that many of our alumni have been active as
individuals in sending boys to Trinity. Altogether too often, however, do they suggest young men either insufficiently prepared in
their studies to do well at college or else quite unable to meet the
financial problems involved. In view of the strain put upon our
scholarship funds by the demands of the last few years, it is to
be hoped that our graduates will steer in the direction of Trinity
College an increasing number of well-prepared students who are
able to pay their college bill without asking for help.
It might be well for the College Office to send to all our
alumni through the Alumni Secretary definite information about
the requirements for admission to Trinity College. This is of course
given in full detail in the catalog, but it should be made available
in concrete form for the use of those endeavoring to send us
students. It is embarrassing to all those parties concerned when a
young man presents himself at the College with a strong letter of
commendation from a loyal alumnus, and then the Dean discovers
not only that it is impossible for us to admit him on account of his
low school record, but also that he is quite penniless.
We need have no reluctance about commending Trinity College to young men of the highest type who are eager for a college
education. First, we are a small college--and the case for the small,
independent college as against the large college which is part of a
great University is constantly gaining strength. In a large university the graduate schools too often overshadow the undergraduate
college. Second, we have adequate facilities for study. The latest
additions to our plant are of a perfection that has not passed unnoticed in the academic world, and our new chemical laboratory
bids fair to surpass all others in its field. What is of more importance is the standing achieved by Trinity men in graduate and professional schools-a testimony to the teaching ability of our
Faculty. Our library needs increased funds for the purchase of
books, more room for study, and additional trained supervision;
our curriculum demands revision, and our staff should be reinforced at various points; but we have no reason to apologize for
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what we are doing with the young men who come to us. Finally
we occupy a position unique in New England in that we are a small
college in an urban situation. The other colleges in our group are
almost without exception in the country or in small towns : we have
the distinct advantage of being situated in an attractive city. This
means that we have the advantages of libraries, lectures and good
music, as well as sufficient social opportunities for our students
without the necessity for constant week-end trips. The connection
of Trinity College with Hartford is pleasant and profitable for us
both.
It may well be that our metier for the immediate future will
be in large part the preparation of men for profes~ional and graduate schools. Ever since the foundation of the college, graduation
from Trinity has marked the end of the formal education of some
of our alumni, and they have gone into business, many naturally
of late years into insurance, or have entered at once into the teaching profession. A graduate degree, however, and at least a modicum of pedagogical study is being more and more demanded as a
prerequisite for teaching, and business openings have lately been
difficult to 'secure. More and more of our alumni are continuing
their studies after leaving Trinity. Four years of cultural education at a small college, with . due regard to specialization in some
field, have been established as good preparation for a professional
school; and it is often far more advisable for a young man to make
his first contact with a large university as a graduate student rather
than as an undergraduate.
In this connection our success in preparing men for medical
schools may prove embarrassing. \Vith a new chemistry laboratory
available next year, it is entirely possible that we may get such a
large proportion of candidates for our pre-medical course as to
make it difficult to maintain our enviable position. Perhaps we
should pay more attention to the standards of schools preparing
for other professions, as well as examine even more carefully than
we do the qualifications of men who seem eager to enter the exacting competition involved in entrance into a good medical school.
Is it time that we should set up some form of Appointments
Office that might unify or correlate all the endeavor being made to
place such of our students as immediately upon graduation are
eager for jobs? Should such organized effort be handled through
the office of the Alumni Secretary, to enlist the aid of our graduates in placing our men? Would it be well to have the facilities of
such an office available for recent graduates who are out of
employment or desire a change ? At the present time there is much
valuable help being given to the members of our Senior Class by
professors,. alumni and the administration. The number of men
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seeking application to these groups is increasing rapidly; can the
problem be handled better by more organization? The opinion of
alumni is invited.
Fifteen years ago, in my inaugural address as President of
Trinity I made some comments on the architecture of the College,
calling attention to the air of expectancy created by our long line
of academic buildings. They seemed to cry out for the con;lpletion of the scheme of which they were designed to form a part.
After mentioning specifically the need of a new laboratory, a
chapel and increased gymnasium accommodations, I raised the
question as to the ideal size of a small college. We had then approximately two hundred students ; five hundred seemed the
proper goal.
Now that we have built the Chapel and the first unit of a
gymnasium group and are completing a new chemistry laboratory,
with a student body of about five hundred, we must look ahead.
By locating the Cook Dormitory at right angles to the main building, we established the dimensions of our college campus in the
form of a quadrangle. As the general lay of the land behind the
Bronze Bishop and the consensus of opinion of Trinity men both
combine to persuade us to leave open the east side of the quadrangle toward Broad Street, we who live on the campus are much
pleased to note how the new Chemistry Laboratory gives a sense
of termination to the south wing of the quadrangle, as the Chapel
does to the north. Visiting architects have congratulated us on the
artistic unity of our building plan; we can look forward to a
homogeneous campus, free from the eccentricities too often occurring in college architecture, when growth has resulted in the
addition to the plant of a building which, though beautiful in itself, has no conceivable relation to its neighbors.
While there are those who feel that normal growth in the
size of our student body might well continue until we reach a
limit of six hundred, I think I am expressing the opinion of the
majority of our constituency, including faculty, students, alumni,
and a great band of friends and well-wishers, in saying that five
hundred undergraduates is the ideal number for us. It certainly
is my conviction that there should be no numerical growth until
we have consolidated our present position. Further improvement
in the plant, increase of endowment, especially for library purposes, adjustment of teaching load in various departments, and
better organization of administration are all problems demanding attention~ We must keep to our present numbers by a selective
process of admission of new students.
With these thoughts in mind I wish to lay before the Trustees a Ten Year Program. I do not ask for any formal approval
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of it, but I am suggesting it for discussion and gradual accomplishment, as an ideal for Trinity College in 1945. While the
various projects are listed in numerical order, I am not making
any attempt to indicate precedence or relative importance.

1. Two Dormitory Units. The architects' plans for the college dormitories include a section accommodating thirty men to
close the gap between the Chemistry Laboratory and the Cook
Dormitory, to cost approximately $100,000. Provision has also
. been made for another section of about the same size extending
south, to match the south wing of the Chemistry Laboratory and
the Dining Hall. At the beginning of the college year in September, 1935, every suite in the College was occupied. In view of all
the traditions of Trinity as a residence college and the undoubted
values of academic life, provision should be made for rooms for
more students.
2. Library Addition. The conspicuous brick wall at the
west end of the Chapel indicates a plan for extending the Williams
Memorial Building forty feet eastward towards the Chapel, and
then closing the gap between it and the Chapel with a triple archway as the main entrance into the campus. Over this archway
could be located a large room, dignified and comfortable, where
students could browse at leisure among carefully selected books.
The addition of forty feet of space for the library and the administration offices is fast becoming an absolute necessity. For
the library it is not just a problem of more stack-room and a
larger reading room: the crying need is for adequate accommodation for the librarian and his staff, as well as a number of small
rooms where a professor can gather a class around a table. loaded
with books, with more books on shelves around the room. This
is colleg-e education under ideal conditions. Recently a member
of the faculty at Yale told me that he regarded the new Sterling
Library at New Haven as definitely inadequate for the needs of
an undergraduate college. With its large reading room located
near the stacks, it presupposes the lecture system, under which
the chief task of the student is to look up references in certain
reserved books as preparation for the next lecture. Such a method
'
is far from ideal today.
3. Gymnasium. When, in memory of our distinguished
graduate, S. B. P. Trowbridge, architect, we built the swimming
pool and squash-racquets courts, they were designed as the central unit of a gymnasium group of three buildings. One of these,
a field-bouse, is a real need. Not only are our teams handicapped
every spring by being obliged to compete with opponents who
have had the advantage of early practise under shelter, but also
we have been forced to play our home basketball games in the
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gymnasium of the Hartford High School. While the school
authorities have been most considerate of our needs, it is embarrassing not to be able to give teams from visiting colleges the
hospitality of our own campus, especially as we have been winning
games for years with refreshing regularity. In addition to the
field-house, we need a main gymnasium, probably to be built over
the central heating plant, which will contain offices, rooms for
various sports, and a large open floor.
4. Fine Arts Building. Recent gifts from the Carnegie
Foundation have provided us with an excellent nucleus of equipment for instruction in the Fine Arts and in Music, two subjects
that are a definite enrichment of our curriculum. To install such
equipment in ordinary classrooms is of course unsatisfactory and
limits our possibilities for development. A separate building especially designed for instilling in our students an appreciation for
painting, sculpture and music is need on our campus.
5. Science Building. After the Chemistry Department has
moved into new quarters, it will be possible to remodel the Jarvis
Laboratory building for the Department of Physics. We should
then give ~ttention to Boardman Hall,-a useful building, crowded
from garret to cellar. It has served the College for thirty-five
years, and will be of use for years to come; but we need a new
building with suitable laboratory accommodations for biology and
psychology. We have no adequate facilities for research in either
of these important departments.
Some general idea of the cost of this Ten Year Program
may be gained from the following roughly tabulated estimate:
Dormitory (connecting unit)
Dormitory (south wing)
Library Extension
Field House
Gymnasium
Fine Arts Building (painting, music, etc.)
Science Building (biology and psychology)

$100,000
100,000
150,000
150,000
200,000
100,000
300,000

1,100,000
General Endowment
1,000,000
Endowment for Library
200,000
Endowment for new buildings
600,000
Grounds (planting, roads, tennis courts,
etc.)
100,000
$3,000,000
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It is gratifying to the Trustees and to all the friends of the
College to note from our Treasurer's report that we have again
completed an academic year with a small surplus of receipts over
expenses. In view of all the uncertainty inherent in the financial
situation today, one wonders whether we can continue this enviable record indefinitely. It is twelve years since we have had any
deficit in our running expenses. What causes us some concern
is that good six per cent bonds are being called, to be replaced
by long term four per cent bonds, with consequent reduction in
the yield from investments. The obvious task is to continue year
by year, adhering to our policy of operating under a balanced
budget. In view of the increased facilities we are offering our
students, I recommend to the Trustees that we increase our fees
from $350 to $375, bearing in mind the expectation of a further
increase to $400 in the course of the next few years.
During the academic year 1934-35 there were a number of
gifts made to Trinity College, the outstanding one being, of
course, the new Chemistry Laboratory. To secure this generous
gift, 695 Alumni together with a number of friends of the College raised the sum of $100,000 for the equipment of the laboratory building.
Bequests from four estates were paid in to the College
during this year in accordance with the wills of Mary F. Reardon,
Rollin S. Saltus, Charles· E. Chase and Burton Mansfield. In addition, the College received the first payment of income from a trust
fund established by the will of the late Winchell Smith, a portion
of the income of which is to be paid to Trinity College.
The gratitude of the College is again due to the Carnegie
Corporation, this time for the presentation to the College of a collection of material for the teaching of the Fine Arts, including
1900 photographs and color prints, with 170 books. This gives
us much needed facilities for our recently established Department of the Fine Arts.
The beauty of the Campus was increased by gifts of bronze
lanterns from the tudent Senate on Middle Seabury, from the
Alumni Association for Middle Jarvis, and by the Class of 1934
for Northam Towers. James L. Goodwin of the Board of Trustees and Charles Lathrop Pack have both contributed generously
for the protection and care of our Trinity elms.
In the Chapel, Miss Pauline Hewson Wilson has given lighting equipment in memory of her brother, George Hewson Wilson,
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'93. Graduates of St. Paul's School and of Harvard have given
a St. Paul's Pew End and a Harvard Pew End. Mr. and Mrs.
Philip E. Gale of Hartford have given a pew end in memory of
the Rev. and Mrs. Horace R. Chase of the Class of '72. Miss
Anna Lyman has given a rug for the Sacristy of the Chapel, and
Mrs. Bern Budd Gallaudet has made provision for a memorial
to her husband. Various sums have been received for the Mothers
Window. The surviving members of the Class of 1885 have given
a door in the cloister as a memorial to their classmates.
The beauty of the dining hall has been increased by a Stuart
porfrait of Washington, given by Howard Greenley, '94, and the
Honorable Joseph Buffington has given a sideboard with candlesticks and two small tables for the lounge.
Mrs. George Hewitt has presented the College with a nineinch telescope objective in memory of her husband, while his
friend, Professor Elihu Thomson has given the mountings of the
telescope, which he himself made.
Our friends in the medical profession of Hartford, particularly Dr. John H. T. Sweet, Jr., have given liberally of their time
in the care of our students. We are much indebted to them
for their interest in the health of the College.
Other gifts include contributions from James L. Goodwin,
Mrs. P. H. Woodward, C. G. Woodward, '98, the Rev. Oliver
W. · Means, Newton C. Brainard, and Har9ld C. Jaquith, '12.
The Alumni Association as usual has provided funds to be
loaned to members of the Senior Class to help them through
their final year.

*

*

*

*

*

To my report I append a list of publications by members of
the Faculty during the past year with a brief abstract of research
done by some of them.
F. C. Babbitt, Professor of Greek
"On Thucydides", 1.27.1, Classical Weekly xxviii (1935) pp.
121-124.
Plutarch, "Moralia", Volumes IV and V, in press to appear
in January, 1936, Loeb Classical Library, Harvard University
Press.
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G. A. Kleene, Professor of Economics
"Rate of Return to Capital", American Economic Review,
March.
Book Reviews, American Economic Review, September and
December.
L. C. Barret, Professor of Latin
Review of "Vedic Variants", Bloomfield, Edgerton and
Emenean. J.A.O.S. 55, 110 pp.
Kashmirian Atharva Veda, Book 16, in press.
E. F. Humphrey, Professor of History and Political Science
"Liberty Documents, as Expressed in the Writings of the
Founders," a companion study to the author's previous ( 1932)
publication.
"A Catechism for Americans," a supplement to the January,
1936, issue of The Christian Century.
E. L. Troxell, Professor of Geology
In press, "The Thumb of Man", The Scientific Monthly.
Engaged in rewriting, "The Geology of the Trinity Campus".
Progress in the development and study of specimens in our
collection, in part in cooperation with the National Museum.
V. K. Krieble, Professor of Chemistry
Activities and the Hydrolysis of Sucrose with Concentrated
Acids. Journal of the American Chemical Society, Vol. 57, p. 15.
The Electromotive Force Measurements of Hydrochloric
Acid Solutions with and without Sucrose and their Relation to
the Rate of Sucrose Hydrolysis. In collaboration with Mr. F. M.
Reinhart. Journal of the American Chemical Society, Vol. 57, p.
19.
H. T. Costello, Professor of Philosophy
Contributor to the volume "American Philosophy: Today
and Tomorrow", published December by Lee Furman, New York,
and edited by H. M. Kallen and Sidney Hook.
Book Editor of the Journal of Philosophy, numerous book
reviews. ·
Book reviews in the Saturday Review of Literature.
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S. B. Smith, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
"Equilibrium in the System, Lithium Phthalate-Phthalic
Acid-Water," Journal of the American Chemical Society, December. William A. Sturm and Edward C. Ely, graduate students,
carried out the experimental work under direction.
A. P. R. Wadlund, Assistant Professor of Physics
"Measurement of the Index of Refraction for X-radiation in
the Wave-length Region 0.708 Angstroms", thesis of Mr. Donald
S. Miller completed under direction.
T. H. Bissonnette, Professor of Biology
Modification of Mammalian Sexual Cycles: II. Effects upon
Young Male Ferrets ( Putorius vulgaris) of Constant Eight and
One-half Hour Days and of Six Hours of Illumination after
Dark between November and June. The Biological Bulletin,
68(2): 300-313. April.
Sexual Photoperiodicity in Animals ; Comments on a Recent
Discussion of the Subject by Dr. S. Zuckerman. Journal of
Heredity, ( 26) 7 : 284-286. July.
Modification of Mammalian Sexual Cycles: III. Reversal of
the Cycle in Male Ferrets (Putorius vulgaris) by Increasing
Periods of Exposure to Light between October Second and March
Thirtieth. Journal of Experimental Zoology, 71 (2) : 341-373.
August.
Sexual Photoperiodicity. The Collecting Net, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, 10( 5) : 149 and 152-3. August.
Summary of lecture delivered at the Marine Biological
Laboratory on July 19. The full lecture will appear in the
Quarterly Review of Biology next August.
Relations of Hair Cycles in Ferrets to Changes in the Anterior
Hypophysis and to Light Cycles. The Anatomical Record, 63(2):
159-168. September.
Modification of Mammalian Sexual Cycles: IV. Delay in
Oestrus and Induction of Anoestrus in Female Ferrets by Reduction of Intensity and Duration of Daily Light Periods in the
Normal Oestrus Season. The Journal of Experimental Biology,
Cambridge, England, 12 ( 4) : 315-320. October.
In addition a paper with extensive bibliography has been
prepared on Sexual Photoperiodicity, for the Journal of Heredity.
Papers in press for 1936:
Normal Progressive Changes in the Ovary of Sturnus vulgaris
(Starling) from December to April, by T. H. Bissonnette and
Alphonse J. Zujko. The Auk, January, 1936.
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Modification of Mammalian Sexual Cycles : VI. Effects of
Long Continued Night-lighting on Hypophysectomized Female
Ferrets and those with Optic Nerves Cut. This paper nears completion but awaits further data on some phases of the problems
involved.
Abstracts of all the above papers have been made for Biological Abstracts and six or more abstracts of papers by foreign
authors on Bryozoa and Echinoderms. Some of these have already
been published.
The general problem of control of sexual cycles is being
studied farther with Raccoons and wild Rabbits at the Connecticut
State Game Preserve beyond Farmington in cooperation with the
State Department of Fish and Game, in particular with Superintendent Clark and 1-fr. Leon F. Whitney of New Haven, former
Secretary of the American Eugenics Society. In all this work the
services of Mr. Earl E. Bailey have been of inestimable value and
have made many of the projects possible of solution.

A. R. Bangs~ Professor of German
German Grammar for Beginners, revised 1935.
Two German Texts for German 2.
E. L. Skau, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
"The Purification and Physical Properties of Organic Compounds, IV. A Development of a Theoretical Basis for the
Behavior of Controlled Time-Temperature Curves," a paper by
Professor Skau and Mr. W. H. Langdon, read before the National
Academy of Sciences at Cambridge, November 21, 1933, and published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Vol.
19, pp. 943-7, 1933.
Paper No. III of the same series, "La chaleur specifique des
corps solides un peu au dessous de leur point de fusion comme
critere de purete," Journal de chimie physique, Vol. 31, pp. 366382, 1934.
Paper No. V of the same series, "La chaleur specifique des
phases solide et liquide au pointe de congelation, comme critere
de purete," Bulletin de Ia Societe Chimique· de Belgique, Vol. 43,
pp. 287-298, 1934.
"A Rapid Volumetric Method for Determination of Sulfur
in Coal and Coke," by Professor Skau and Mr. I. L. Newell, The
Fuel Economist, London, Vol. 9, pp. 255-7, 1934.
Two papers have been accepted for publication in the Journal
of Physical Chemistry; one in the Journal of the American Chemical Society and one with H. F . Meier in the Proceedings of the
Faraday Society, London.
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C. I. Rohr, Assistant Professor of History and Political Science
"The Connecticut Constitution of 1818", Radio address,
WTIC, December 4, 1934, auspices of D.A.R.
"Trinity College : An Historical Sketch", Radio address,
WDRC, March 27, 1935, for Connecticut Tercentenary Commission.
"Unfinished Business of the 1935 General Assembly of Connecticut: Civil Service." Paper read at the Institute on Legislation
and Politics of the Connecticut League of Women Voters, New
London, June 13, 1935.
Research Consultant to the Connecticut Commission on the
Reorganization of State Departments, in charge of offices of
Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, Secretary of the State, AttorneyGeneral, and the Military.

W. C. H elmbold, Assistant Professor of Greek
.
Plutarch, "Moralia", collaborated with Professor Babbitt in
volume IV; saw volume V through the press; appointed to succeed
F. C. Babbitt for volumes VI-IX, October, 1935.
Yale dissertation, "The Epigrams of Theocritus", to be published as two or three shorter articles in 1936-37.
"Index Verborum" of all of Plutarch's works undertaken in
collaboration with A. R. Hyde in June, 1935, has received the approval of the Committee on Materials for Research of the American Philological Association.
I. A. Buell, Instructor in History
"The Hartford Adventurers", The Hartford Courant Magazine.
"The Religious Background of the Early New England
Settlers", paper prepared for the Connecticut Historical Society.
E. D. T. Pousland, Assistant Professor of Romance Languages
"Etude semantique de quelques gallicismes en anglo-americain", Le fran<;ais moderne, June.
"Les Anglicismes dans un groupement fran<;ais d'Amerique",
to appear in March.
"Le Dictionnaire de Jean Baptiste de Radonvilliers", to appear
in June.
In preparation: "Quelques anglicismes morphologiques du
canadien-fran<;ais de la Nouvelle Angleterre" for Le fran<;ais
moderne, dealing with problems in mixed-language evolution.
"Quelques tendances phonetico-semantiques des anglicismes
en franco-americain", a paper to be presented at the annual meet-
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ing of the Modem Language Association in Cincinnati in December.
"A Study in Phonetic Resistance and its Semantic Implications", for American Speech.

H. D. Doolittle, Instntctor in Physics
"The Disintegration of Lithium Bombarded by Low Energy
Protons", to be read by Professor Dempster at the Physical Society
Meeting at St. Louis in December and to be published in the
Physical Review.

REPORT OF THE DEAN
October 25, 1935
To the President of Trinity College:
The experience of the College in 1934-35 has been gratifying,
so far as _enrolment, scholarship, and student activities are concerned. It has, however, drawn attention to the desirability of
widening the range of selectivity in admitting new students and
of making further progress toward the balancing of enrolments
in the four undergraduate classes. In June, 1935, 100 students
were graduated-a record number; and in the September following, 177 new students-likewise a record number-were admitted.
Enrolments in the four classes have arrived at the definitely higher
level toward which they began to tend in 1930, when there was a
sudden increase in the number of new students admitted. The
increase, in round numbers, is from 300 undergraduates to 500;
this change has been completed within five years. But the Freshman class remains relatively too large.
In the light of this fact, attention focuses on the problem of
reducing academic mortality among the Freshmen and thus helping
to maintain numbers as large as possible in the three upper classes,
to the end that the average length of student residence and the
amount of advanced study may be increased and the capacity of
the College to assimilate and educate its enlarged student body
may be improved.
Statistics of enrolments, by classes, during the last five years
are as follows :
SUMMARY OF ENROLMENTS
1930-31

Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
FreshQlen
Non-Matriculated Students
Total

1931-32

1932-33

1933-34

1934-35

10

57
64
81
123
16

13
63
79
108
150
13

12
60
93
117
145
12

12
68
105
102
158
8

13
93
97
120
155
7

351

426

439

453

485

Academic mortality may be compared with enrolments by
considering the following tabulation of numbers of students dis-
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missed during the same period on account of unsatisfactory scholarship.
1930-31

1931-32

1932-33

Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

11
1
1
0

7
1
0

3
2
2

Total

13

22

16

14

9

1933-34

1934-35

15
4

23

0

3

22

33

3

6
1

It is evident that a disproportionate number of Freshmen are failing in their studies.
Among the measures proposed to obviate this difficulty, perhaps the most important is to widen the range of selection among
the candidates for admission by increasing the number of applicants. One means toward this end, it is thought, would be the
adjustment of admission requirements so as to encourage application by superior candidates, laying stress on scholastic aptitude and
perhaps increasing the number of subjects acceptable for admission when offered by superior students. In this connection, one
proposal frequently brought to the notice of your Dean is that
a superior rating in a test of scholastic aptitude should be taken to
offset some deficiencies in the number of units in approved subjects
included in a candidate's school course. Such a provision might,
it is thought, encourage the application, and facilitate the admission, of a few superior students--not so much from New England
as from areas where the standard secondary school curricula do not
follow the lines laid down in our present admission requirements.
It may be desirable to consider other proposals bearing
upon this problem of Freshman academic mortality. Two of these
proposals deal with the treatment of Freshmen after admission.
One is for the modification of the present policy in regard to the
dropping of Freshmen in February, extending in certain instances
the time allowed for adjustment to the demands of college work.
The other is the shifting of Freshman requirements so as to encourage the election of courses in which students are qualified to do
successful work.
It should be noted that the showing of new students in the
Scholastic Aptitude Test administered to each entering class continues to be good, and that the proportion of students making
decidedly unsatisfactory showings in the Test is somewhat lower
in 1935 than it was in 1934. The class entering in 1931, however,
made the best showing in the Test between that year and 1934.
Professor R. B. W. Hutt, from whose report these details are
drawn, is of the opinion that, if the men who make the lowest
ratings in the Test could be excluded from the College, Freshman
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mortality would greatly decline. He holds, however, that the average showing of students admitted to Trinity College is comparatively high. His opinion is that the Test should be used in the
elimination of the few obviously unfit applicants for admission who
have managed to secure adequate admission credits without really
being properly qualified to do college work.
Professor Archie R. Bangs, Chairman of the Committee on
Registration in Courses, has provided an interesting tabulation of
the distribution of members of the three upper classes in the
various Groups during the years from 1931-32 to 1935-36.
Distribution in the Groups
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36

I

II

III

IV

v

VI

23
23
26
24
27

8
8
13
7

31
39
48
44
46

17
24
27
31
41

57
69
61
61
54

17
12

10

11

16
11

VII VIII

16
22
12
16
20

26
24
27
23
29

IX

X Total

37
33
46
45
57

28
26
22
30
21

260
280
293
297
316

It is noticeable that Groups III (English), IV (Economics), and
IX (Biology and Pre-Medical) are the only ones manifesting large
increases. This shift in Groups refl~cts a redistribution of educational purposes and interests among prospective students. Among
the applicants for admission apparently an increasing proportion
are preparing for careers in business and in the medical profession.
The Pre-Medical Group particularly has been growing rapidly.
Among the new students admitted this year, the number signifying
their desire to enter the Pre-Medical curriculum is the largest in
the history of the College.
The number of applicants for admission and of students admitted did not increase materially in 1934; it has increased slightly
in 1935. The number of students admitted in each of the last five
years has been as follows:- in 1931, 165; in 1932, 151; in 1933,
159; in 1934, 150; and in 1935, 177.
The .level of scholastic attainment in 1934-35, as measured
by the numbers of students on the Unlimited Cut List, was proportionately about the same as in the preceding year. The number
of students on the List in February in each of the last five college
years was as follows:- in 1930-:31, 34; in 1931-32, 45; in 1932-33,
36; in 1933-34, 50; and in 1934-35, 52. (Freshmen are not eligible
for this List.) The proportion of men on probation, however, was
larger last year than in any year since 1931-32. The numbers of
men on probation in February of the last five college years were as
follows:- in 1930-31, 22; in 1931-32, 34; in 1932-33, 25; in 193334, 20; and in 1934-35, 31.
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There are occasional inquiries as to the numbers of candidates
receiving the B.A. and the B.S. degrees during the last five years.
B.A.
B.S.

1931
21
37

1932
22

57

1933
19
46

1934
27
60

1935
27
73

In general, though there has been no crowding in the dormitories, the residence accommodations of the College have been well
filled. The new Chemistry Laboratory will provide a welcome addition to space available for instruction.
The social activities of the undergraduates have followed the
established routine. The fraternities have apparently prospered.
The dramatic performances, dances, and other entertainments have
been of satisfactory quality and number. The Glee Club has won
praise.
In athletics, the College has had a prosperous year. Mr. Ray
Oosting, Director of Physical Education, provides an interesting
summary of the year's experience. He writes as follows:"It seems to me that our records show a rather steady progression in athletics. The following statistics may be of interest.

Season
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35

Contests
U7 on
11
11
12
14
16
17
19
24
30
30
39

Lost
28

27

27
21
25
25
23
24
16
18
14

Tied
1
5
0
2
3

o·
2
0
0

0
1

"The percentage last year, which I believe is just an even
seventy-five, is undoubtedly the peak that we can hope to attain;
in fact, it would not be a healthy condition to continue year in and
year out at this unusually high average. We have improved the
caliber of our schedules, and interesting competition with our
respected opponents should be our goal perhaps more than mere
victories.
"Our intramural sports program has been broadened, and last
year we had the largest number of students taking part in the activities on this program of any year to date."
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Attendance at college exercises has been satisfactory. The
health record of the students has been fairly good. The Medical
Officer reports as follows:"The total number of excuses issued in 1934-35 was 263, with
1051 days lost; these excuses were issued to 158 men. Of these,
99 were issued to men living in the College buildings who were
sick in the hospital or in their rooms. These men lost 359 days.
There were 143 excuses issued to men living at home, who were
sick at home or in hospitals. These men lost 489 days.
"There were 21 excuses issued to men residing in College
buildings who were sick while at home; 103 days were lost by men
in this group.
"Upper respiratory infections caused the largest amount of
illness, with injuries as the second greatest cause of disability."
In general, the College year 1934-35 has tended to define the
situation of the College in the present phase of its development
of numbers. Your Dean hopes that the problems of adjustment
remaining to be solved may be satisfactorily dealt with in due
course.
T. L. Hoon, Dean

